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The object of this thesis is -a- review of a steel cantilever 
foot-bridge located in Lincoln Park,Chicago,Illinois.This bridge 
connects the Park proper with the Sheridan Drive.lt has a center 
span of 90 feet,and two land arms of 99 feet each.It is/vgraceful 
structure and very pleasing to the eye (See page *0 for a photo­
gravure ). It will apparently offer a very good subject for a 
review.
I propose to determine,at least,the stresses and the effici­
encies of the several members.Hence my subject will be divided intc 
three parts;(l) a determination of the loading; (2) a determina­
tion of the stresses; (3) a determination of the efficiencies of 
the several members.
Plate l,page -3 shows the form and dimensions of the main 
truss,and of the top and bottom lateral systems.This plate also 
shows the system of nomenclature to be used in designating the 
several members.
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PART I.
DETERMINATION OP THE LOAJ)TITO-.
TRUSS MEMBERS.
As both chords of the bridge are curved,it is necessary to 
determine the load at each Join..
TABLE.I.
WEIGHTS OP MEMBERS OF MAIN TRUSS.
MEMBER .WEIGHT
LBS.
MEMBER WEIGHT
LBS.
MEMBER .WEIGHT
LBS.
MEMBER WEIGHT , 
LBS.
Go L0 950 Ul u2 835 L3 L4 2175# l 2 u 3 190
Ul Li 160 « 2 U3 805 L4 L5 2340# L3 U4 530#
U2 L2 175 U3 V4 1556# L5 L6 2480# L4 U5 620#
G3 L3 205 U4 Us 1710# 1*6 I»7 2600# L5 U6 740#
U4 L4 293# U5 U6 1584# L7 l8 2710# l 6 u 7 913#
U5 L5 715# U6 U7 1694# 1*8 Lg 2295# u7 l 8 350#
U6 L 6 1500# g 7 u8 1265# L9L 10 1829# U8 L9 230
u7 l 7 2260# U8 Ug 1005# L10 L 1 1 1313# U9 L10 284
u8 L8 1205^ U9 Uio 1005# l 1 1 l 1 2 10 10 U10 L 1 1 372
Ug Lg 610# UloGll 1333# GO Li 280 LllGi2 560
U1 0 L10 320# UllUi2 11 0 0 U1 L 0 320
Strut
l7l 7 605#
Gill'll 200 L0 Li 1045 Ul l 2 270 (Int.)" 545
U1 2 L 1 2 160 L 1 L 2 1085 u2 l 2 300
C
Railing 
^ast iror
35 p . l . : ’ 
1 „
Go Ul 955 U2 l 3 1175 U2 L3 200
I
jase plate483^ 
1 1
The shipping weights of the members marked # were known ;and
to complete the table,it was necessary to compute the weights
of the unmarked members.
FLOOR BEAMS.
The shipping weights of the floor beams are as:follows #+
ITos* _ _ _ _ ____1450 lbs.
No. 7 _ .1525 tf
" 8___ . . _ . W
1Il1111111l11111111111111CQHt . .1300 ft
Total 18700 ft
LOWER LATERAL STRUTS.
The weights of the lower lateral small struts are as follows:
Nos. Li ,L2 »L3 ,L4 ,Ls ,Ls ,Ls ,Lg tLio*^!! - . .216 lbs.
o • fcr* 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ] 1 1 1 _ _ _ 108 ft
" Ly _ _---_ _ _ _ _  _ . - - -_ 605 f
B L7 .(Intermediate) _ . .545 ft
3 t* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 560 ff
Total .. . .2978 ft
SWAY TIES.
111111111111l111111111•
o ______102 lbs.
"  5 _ _ _ 140 ft
” 6 _ _ ................ _ . _ 173 ft
” 7 _ _ _ . .360 ff
No. 8 ------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _173 lbs.
" 9---- ------------------------ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  140 "
" 1 0 ---------- _ _ _ _ _ _  _ ______ _____ _ _ _  _ _ _  12 0 "
" 0- - - . _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .154 "
Total _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _____________________ 1380 *
KNEE BRACINS.
No. 0_____            30 lbs.
" 1 ----------------     30 «
" 2 --------------------------- ------------------- _ . 36 «
" 3 ----------------   36 "
" 1 1 -------------------- -------- --------------------52 "
" 1 2 --------------------------------------------------- 52 "
Total --------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  236 "
UPPER LATERAL TIES.
Panel ' Weight
U 0 Uj---------------------------------- -- _ _ _ _ _ _  _72 lbs.
Uj 1*3 _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  .146 "
U 0 0} (See Plate 1 ) _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _50 "
U 3 U4  _ _______ __ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ ______ __ _ 146 "
U4  Uf- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  . _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 146 "
U 5 U 6 ________ - - - - - - - _ _ - - __ __________ 162 "
U 6 U 7- _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  207 "
U 7 U S_ -------------------------- ------------- 207 "
U 8 U^ _ _ _ _ . _ _  ______________ 161 "
6
Panel
U 9 U10 -
» u “u-
Total_
Weight 
_ 146 lbs. 
_ 146 "
_ 146 "
. 1666 "
Panel
L o L i -  
L 0 Fj Z~ 
L i L 
L 3 L 4. . 
L 4 L 5 . 
L 6 - 
LS L 7 - 
L 7 L 8  -  
^ 8 ^ 9  - 
JjgJjfO - 
L l0L , f  _
L IIL IZ - 
Total _
LOWER LATERAL TIES
Weight 
_ 120 lbs. 
_ 146 »
_ 146 *
. .145 "
- 146 •
. 150 "
155 "
• •160 • 
.155 '•
.149 "
_ 147 "
_ 145 •
.1764 •
7
Portion of weight 
of west stairs be­
longing to joint U .
The weight of risers and steps per sq.ft.are assumed to be 
equal to the weight of the floor per sq.ft.
JOINT LOADS EXCLUSIVE OP RAILING- AID FLOOR.
In this table the following abbreviations will be used for
Floor Beam _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _F.B. 
Lower Lateral Strut _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ L . L . S .
Upper Laterals _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ ________ U.L.
Lower Lateral _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _L.L.
Knee Bracing. _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  K.B.
Sway T i e s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ S . T .
8 .
JOINT LOADS.
. JOINT MEMBERS
AT
JOINT
WEIGHT
OP
MEMBER
WEIGHT
AT
JOINT
, TOTAL
% Uo
ifs:—
1 950
lbs.
950
»o«i 955 478
L o*l 1045 522
U fll] 280 140
Lo 320 160
F. B. 1450 725
L. L. S , 108 54
U. P. 123 98
L . L . 266 133
K. B. 30 30
S. T. 154 154
3444
U 1 U } L j 160 160
u 0 u 1 955 478
u i u 2 835 418
L 0 L 1 1045 522
L 1 l2 1085 542
U 0 L j 280 140
O i l  0 320 160
Ui l 2 270 135
U * L 1 300 150
P. B. 1450 725
L. L. S , 216 108
9 .
, JOINT MEMBERS
at
JOINT
, WEIGHT 
of
MEMBERS
, WEIGHT 
at
JOINT
, TOTAL ,
U1 U. L.
lbs.
123
its:—  
98
IBs:---
L. L. 266 133
K. B. 30 30
3878
TL: U 1 U<? 835 418
u * u  3 805 402
L 1 L £ 1085 542
L 2 L 3 1175 588
U 2 L 2 175 175
U j L £ 270 135
u * L i 300 150
u £ l 3 200 100
u 3 l ^ 190 95
F. B. 1450 725
L • L. S. 216 108
L . L • 146 73
K. B. 36 36
3547
% u ^ u 3 805 402
1556 778
L £ L 3 1175 5588
L 3 L 4. 2175 1088
205 205
»a.l3 200 100 •
190 95
JOINT MEMBERS
at
JOINT
. WEIGHT 
of
MEMBERS
. WEIGHT 
at
JOINT
. TOTAL
u3 U4 L3
lbs.
530
lbs.
265
lbs.
P. B. 1450 725
L. L. S. 216 108
U. L. 292 146
L. L. 291 145
K. B. 36 36
4681
293 293
U 3 U4 1556 778
1710 855
L 3 L 4- 2175 1088
L4-1j£ 2340 1170
U 4 L 3 530 265
U 5 I 4 620 310
P. B. 1450 725
• L. L. S , 216 108
U. L. 292 146
L. L. 291 146
S. T. 120 120
6003
U2T u * % 1710 855
U 5"U 6 1584 793
L 4_Ly 2340 1170
L 5 L 6 2480 1240
u 5 l 5 715 715
• ^ 3 " 620 1 310 ,
//.
JOINT
V
, MEMBERS 
at
JOINT
LfrU6
WEIGHT
o f
MEMBERS
lbs.
740
WEIGHT
at
JOINT
lbs.
370
TOTAL
lbs.
F. B. 1450 725
L . L. S 216 108
U. L. 308 154
L. L. 296 148
S. T. 140 140
6727
Ue 1500 1500
u ^ u 6 1584 793
u 6 u 7 1694 847
L 5 Tj 6 2480 1240
L 6 L 7 2600 1300
l 5 u 6 740 370
L 6 U 7 913 456
F. B. 1450 725
L. L. S 216 108
U. L. 369 184
L. 305 152
S. T. 173 173
7848
U7 u 7 l 7 2260 2260
U 6 U 7 1694 847
u 7 u 8 1265 632
L 6 L 7 2600 1300
l 7 L a 2710 1355
/£.
JOINT MEMBERS
at
JOINT
WEIGHT
of
MEMBERS
WEIGHT
at
JOINT
TOTAL
U7 l 6 Ut
lbs. 
913
lbs.
456
lbs.
u 7 l 8 350 175
P. B. 1525 762
L. L. S. 605 302
"(Irit) 545 272
U. L. 207 207
L. L. 315 158
S. T. 360 720
9448
U8 1205 1205
u s u ^ 1265 632
U8 U£? 1005 502
L 7 l 8 2710 1355
l 8 l 9 2295 1148
v 1 l 8 350 175
' U g L g 230 115
P. B. 1385 692
L. L. S. 216 108
' U. L. 368 184
L. L. 315 158
S. T. 173 173
6447
U 9 u s u9 1005 503
u 5 u10 1005 502
L8 L 5  • 2295 , 1148
/3.
. JOINT MEMBERS
at
JOINT
Vi/EIGHT
of
MEMBERS
. WEIGHT 
at
JOINT
1
, TOTAL
°9 US LS
lbs. 
610
----IFs"!—
610
TUT.---
L g L 10 1829 914
u 8 l g 230 115
U g L l0 284 142
F. B'. 1450 725
L. L. S 216 108
U. L. 307 154
L. L. 304 152
S. T. 140 140
5212
U <0 U,0L,0 320 320
u 9 u,0 1005 502
u,cun 1333 667
L g L <o 1829 914
L 10Ij l\ 1313 656
u g L \o 285 142
U,o L // 372 186
F. B. 1450 725
L. L. S. 216 108
U L 292 146
L . L . 296 148
S. T. 120 120
4635
JOINT MEMBERS
at
JOINT
WEIGHT
of
MEMBERS
WEIGHT
at
JOINT
, TOTAL
u l0uu
lbs.
1333
lbs.
666
lbs.
U..U.Z 1100 550
^ lO^ 1 I! 1313 657
I'll L 1010 505
u ,^ 372 186
L II u IZ 560 280
u /i L 1/ 200 200
P. B. 1450 725
L. L. S 216 108
U. L. 292 146
L. L. 292 146
K. B. 52 52
4221
w 160 160
U „ U/£ 1100 550
L , i L / 2. 1010 505
L n u /£ 560 280
P. B. k 1300 650---
«--
COh3«Hi 560 280
U. L. 146 73
L. L. 145 72
K. B. 52 52
2622
__________ i.
1
WEIGHT OP FLOOR.
The floor consists of oak plank 2 l/2 » X 6 " X 22 0 "resting 
on oak sringers 3 " 14 " X 20*0 ". Oak is assumed to weigh 4.5 
lbs. per.ft. B. M. Hence we have
36 Planks 2 l/2"X 6" X 22»0"________________________  990 ft.B. M.
9 Stringers 3" X 14" X 20*0”_______________________630 » •
Weight of floor per panel  ___________________7290 lbs.
" " "sq.ft------------ ------------  20.25 "
Joint Loads Due to Floor.
4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 ------  10 X 18 X 20.25 , _ ______  3645 lbs.
1,2,12 -----------------  10 X 9 X 20.25 _ _ _ _ ..1822 "
0 _ _(Stairs and Floor)..11.6 X 10 X 20.25 . . . . _ _ _ 2349 "
3---------------- -- _ 10 X 13.5 X 20.25 _ _ _ _____  2735 »
Total _______________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  39710 "
RAILING.
The railing weighs 35 lbs. per lineal foot.
Joint Loads Due to Railing;.
4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 18 X 35 _ _ _ _ 630 lbs
1,2,12 _____________ ___ 9 X 35 315 tf
0 _ _ 11.6 X 35 _ . . .406 w
3 13.5 X 35 _ _ _ 472 ti
DEAD LOAD AT JOINTS.
, JOINT METAL FLOOR ( RAILING TOTAL
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.
Uo 3444 2349 406 6299
U ! 3872 1822 315 6010
uz 3547 19 tt 5684
4681 . 2735 472 7888
6003 3645 630 10278
u 6' 6727 99 f t 11002
U6 7848 i t t f 12124
U 7 9448 w  t 13723
U8 6447 tt f t 10722
Ug 5212 n f t 9448
U,0 4635 ft f t 8910
u „ 4221 tt f f 8596
V,z 2622 1822 315 4760
8RAND TOTAL - 
__________ 1__________
115444
Total metal in 1 / 4  of the bridge____ 68708.5 lbs.
" " exclusive of railing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ .274834.0 "
Metal per lineal foot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ 362.0 "
PART II.
DETERMIilATIOR OF THE STRESSES.
DEAD LOAD STRhISSHIB.
The stresses due to dead load in the bridge were obtain­
ed by graphical resolution, the loading being known from PART I.
Let Rq= reaction at anchorage.
” R'l = " " pier.
Then RQ + R^ = 115444 lbs.
Taking the center of moments at the anchorage, then
47 60X189+3596X171+8910X153+9548X135+10722X117+13723X99 
+12124X81+11002X63+10278X45+7888X27+5684X18+6010X9*6299X0
99
R7 = 102307 l b s .
Taking the c e n t e r  o f  moments at the p i e r ,  then
4760X90+8596X72+8910X54+9448X36+10722X18+13723X0-12124X18
-11002X36-10278X54-7888X72-5684X81-6010X90-6299X99
99
R0 = 13137 lbs.
R0+ R7 - 115444 lbs(check).
The stress diagrams are shown on Plate 2.It was necessary 
from the form of the truss, to start from the ends and work 
towards the middle.
It was assumed that the inclined web members took tension 
only, and the diagrams were drawn accordingly. The dead load 
stresses in U c U„ 9, Uz,U 2 *5f L*L,, L, L£9 l 2 L3 , etc., are 
found on Plate 4, which is to a larger scale than the diagrams 
on Plate 2.
LIVE LOAD STRESSES.
The live load is assumed to be 100 lbs. per sq. ft.
Hence the joint loads due to live load are:
Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11_____ 10X18X100___________18000 lbs.
" 1,2,12-----------------------10X9X100____________9000 "
" 3»------------------------ 10X13.5X100___________13500 »
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM STRESSES IN CANTILEVER ARM OP BRIDGE.
The maximum chord stresses occur when the bridge or the 
cantilever arm is covered by the live load. The minimum chord 
stresses are the stresses due to dead load.#
The maximum, web stresses are produced by a loading extend­
ing from the end of the cantilever to the foot of the member.
The minimum web stresses occur under tha dead load, as there is 
no reversion of stresses in the members due to a live load.
Since the shear is always negative for all sections of the 
cantilever arm, the web members that slope upward toward the 
pier are in tension.
# These conditions are not strictly correct, but are used 
to simplify the problem.See page Z4- .
The moment being always negative shows that the upper chord is in 
tension and the lower in compression. The greatest shear and 
the greatest moment occur at the pier.
For a live load covering the entire bridge, the reactions 
are as follows:
Taking the center of moments at the anchorage, then 
9000X189+18000(171+153+135+117+99+81+63+45)
+-13500X274-9000 (18+9)
*r -------------------- -------------------------
99
R7 =• 180409 lbs.
9000X90+18000 (72+54436ti.8+0} -18000 (18+36+54)
-13500X72-9000(81+90)
99
R'o — 4091 lbs.
Total live load R„ + R7 = 184500 lbs.(check)
Plate 2 also shows the stress sheet for a continuous live
load on a reduced scale. In obtaining the stresses in the can-
ky
tilever i±ke graphical resolution, it is necessary to start 
from the free end of the cantilever and work towards the pier; 
consequently the maximum web stresses are all obtained from one 
diagram.
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM STRESSES IN THE ANCHOR ARM OF THE BRIDGE.
The largest positive moment due to live load occurs when 
the anchor arm is fully loaded. The largest negative moment 
occurs when the cantilever arm is fully loaded
The largest positive shear due to live load occurs when 
the live load extends from the section to the pier. The lar­
gest negative shear occurs when the live load extends from the 
section to the anchorage, and also covers the cantilever arm.
Hence the greatest tension in the upper chord and the great­
est compression in the lower occurs when the cantilever arm is 
fully loaded, and there is no live load on the anchor arm.
Also the greatest compression in the upper chord and the great­
est tension in the lower occurs when the cantilever is not load­
ed, and the anchor arm is fully loaded.
The maximum stress in the web members of the anchor arm 
occurs when the cantilever arm is wholly covered with the live 
load, and the live load also extends from the anchorage to the 
foot of the member. The minimum stress occurs when the load 
extends to the pier,and the cantilever is free from live load.
Conditions are modified in this bridge on account of un­
equal joint loads, and the fact that the chords of the bridge 
are curved.
# Those conditions are not strictly correct, but are used 
to simplify the problem.
- —
MAXIMUM CHORD STRESSES.
Live load covering the cantilever, the reactions are as 
follows:
Taking the center of moments at anchorage, then 
9000X1894-18000 (171+153+135+117)
99 -
R 7 = 121909 lbs.
Taking the center of moments at the pier, then 
9000X90+18000(72+54+36+18)
“R 0 ----------------------------
9 $
R o - 40909 lbs.
Total live load R0+- R7= 81000 lbs.(check)
The load at U of 18000 lbs. omitted because it affects
A.
only the reaction at R , and does not affect the stresses in 
the anchor arm.
Plate 3 shows the stress sheet for this condition of the 
loading.
Live load covering the anchor arm the reaction are as 
follows:
Taking the center of moments at the anchorage, then 
18000 (81463+45 )+13500X27+-9000 (1&49)
99
R7 = 40500 lbs.
Taking the center of moments at the pier, then 
18000(18 36 54) 13500X72 9000(81 90)
* o = ------ --- - ----------------------------
99
R0 - 45000 lbs.
Total live load RQ+ * -  85500(check)
For this condition of loading, the truss U f>L,_ 
will be in action.
U£ 7
WEB STRESSES.
Live load is on the cantilever, and extending from the 
anchorage to the section. Hence the maximum negative shear in 
the panel 0-1 occurs when the live load covers the cantilever, 
in panel 1-2 when the cantilever is fully loaded and joint 
U loaded also, and etc.
Hence we have:
Loads on 7,8,9,10,11,12__________ R 0= 40909 lbs. R? = 139909 lbs.
"1,7,8,9,10,11,12__________R0= 32729 " = 140729 •
"1,2,7,8,9,10,11,12 -------  R0= 25364 " Ry= 142364 "
" "1,2,3,7,8,9,10,11,12,_ _ __ Rq — 15544 "
• "1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10,11,12_____S 0 - 5724 "
" "1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,12 _ _ _R0 - 021 "
R^= 146044 "
R? — 151224 "
"1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8,9,10,11,12 _ _ R ^ ~ 4091
R? = 165679 
Ry= 180409
2 3 .
Under this condition the maximum negative shear is as 
follows:
Panel Shear
0-1 . . _ -40909 lbs
1-2 . -41729 ft
2-3 _ _ _ _ ______ _ -43364 f t
3-4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -47044 ft
4-5 _-55224 9f
5-6 _ . -66679 ft
6-7 -81409 ft
It will be seen that the shear in panel 6-7 is really due 
to a continuous live load, and comparing the stress in L 6 U7 
obtained from Plate 2 with that obtained from Plate 3, we find 
that the curvature if the chords makes a very great difference 
in the web stresses, and that the conditions enumerated before 
do not always apply.
The anchor arm of the bridge under a live load acts as a 
simple non-continuous truss, and the conditions for maximum and 
minimum stresses in the web are the same as in the case of a 
simple truss.
24^
Load Approaching from the Right.
Load at 1 _ R 0= 8180 lbs. Shear in panel 1-2__820 lbs.
I f tt 1,2 _R0= 15545 tt 99 tt ft 2-3_ _ 2455 tt
ft w 1,2,3_____ 25365 ft 99 H f f 3-4 _ _6135 tt
ft tt 1,2,3,4___ R0=35185 f t ft ft tt 4-5 _ 14350 tt
f t w 1,2,3,4,5 _ _ R0= 41730 ft f t tt ft 5-6_ 25770 tt
w ft 1,2,3,4,5,6_Ro=45000 ft ft f f tt 6-7_ 40500 tt
Load Approaching from the Left.
Load at 6 R0- 3270 lbs .Shear ini panel 5-6___  3270 lbs.
ft ft 5 , 6 _______R0- 9815 ft f t  9t 91 4-5____9815 «
f t f t 4,5,6 _ _ _ R0-19635 tt ft  ft ft 3-4 _ _ 19635 tt
ft ft 3,4,5,6____1^=29455 f t ft  ft ft 2-3 _ _ 29455 w
f t ft 2,3,4,5,6 _ _R=36820 ft f t  ft ft 1-2 _ _ 36820 tt
It tt 1,2,3, 4,5,6„ 1^ ,-45000 tt ft  ft f f 0-1 __ 45000 tt
It was found by drawing stress diagrams for the various 
positions of the loading, that in the second case the shear in 
panels 1-2, 2-3, determined the maximum value of the stresses 
in U t L3 , U fL^e. ; and that the maximum values of the stresses 
in the other web members were determined by other conditions.
Prom a careful comparison of the stresses occurring 
under these various conditions, it was found that the maximum 
values of the stresses in the web members of the anchor arm were 
determined by a proper combination with the dead load stresses 
of the stresses occurring under the conditions for maximum chord 
stresses in the anchor arm except for the members mentioned above.
^57
The maximum compression in a web member inclined towards 
the pier occurrs when the anchor arm is free from live load and 
the cantilever fully loaded. The maximum tension in the same mem­
bers occurs when the cantilever arm is not loaded, and the an­
chor arm is fully loaded.
It will be observed from Tables III, IV, V, that the stresses 
obtained by graphical resolution do not check very well in 
some cases with stresses on the stress sheet obtained by the 
designer of the bridge. These discrepancies may be due to sev­
eral things. It will be seen from a study of the stress dia­
grams on Plates 2, 3, 4, that a small error in the direction of 
a chord stress produces a relatively small error in that stress, 
but a much greater one in the inclined web members, the verticals 
not being affected as much as the.webs. Another reason, and the 
most important one, is that the distribution of the dead loads 
used in the original design is not known. This investigation 
employs the actual loads on the joints-obtained from the weights 
of members meeting at that joint - while apparently the design­
er assumed uniform joint loads.
2 6 .
LATERAL SYSTEM.
In order to simplify the analysis of the Stresses in the 
lateral systems, the curvature of the chords of the bridge was 
neglected, and the lateral members were assumed to be in a hor­
izontal plane.
The stresses in the lateral systems of the cantilever arm will 
be as great, if not greater, than the stresses in the anchor arm ; 
hence it is necessary to investigate only one arm of the system.
The wind load is assumed to be 300 lbs. per lineal foot- 
100 lbs. on the lower chord, and 200 lbs. on the upper. The joint 
loads for the lower chord are as follows:
Nos. 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  __ _ _______ 1800 lbs.
" 1,2,12____________________________________________900 «
" 3 _ _ _ __ ____________________ _ _ _____________ 1350 "
Taking the center of moments at 0, then R 7 = 18041 lbs.
n w ft «t I " 7, " R o - 409 w
Total wind load R0-»- R-j ... ~ 18450 " (check)
The coefficients of the stresses in the cantilever arm are 
as follows:-
The stresses in the lower laterals are as follows
The stresses in the upper laterals are twice as much as the 
corresponding stresses in the lower.
In order to obtain the stress in any lateral in the curved 
chord of the bridge, the value obtained fromthe above diagram 
must be multiplied by the secant of the angle of inclination of 
the lateral.
PART III.
DETERMINATION 03? THE EFFICIENCIES OF THE SEVERAL MEMBERS.
. TRUSS MEMBERS.
The efficiencies of the following members are to be determin­
ed under Waddell’s Specifications for Highway Bridges, Class A 
Loading;-! , L g ,L g L l0,U8 \JS ,U 3 L/it,U L of the cantilever arm,
and L ,  U + , U ^ \ ] S  ,L,g U7 ,L^ ,U^ of the anchor arm.
The section
L 7 L S  •
consists of a plate 18" X l/2", and too 12" chan-
nels at 37.5 lbs,.  The stress =  204900 lbs.
Area of section . _  _ . 31.06 sq.in.
*» f» . . ______617.80 in.
y  f t  ft 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 V •
1 "  members _ 21.97 X 12 263.64 "
t
)
H 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 ................... ........... .......................................................................59.11
Allowable compression__ l2000-45-p_ _ _ _ _ ..9340 lbs. per sq.in.
Ac tual " — —  6600 " " " "
Efficiency . . ___ 140/
The section
1•& r •
consists of a plate 18" X 7/l6", and two 12" chan
nels at 25 lbs. The stress =* 146000 lbs.
Area of section 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 J to to • 01 CD U) • *—1 3 •
J  ft ft . ____ _ _ _486.27 in.
y  ft ft
length of members___ _____ _ _ _ _19.31 X 12 _ __231.72 in.
1_
r - - -  - - - ---------- _ _ _  _ _ _____ 50.40
Allowable compression_____  12000-45-p_____9730 lbs. per sq.in.
Actual n - ____  _ _ ____ 6500 " " " "
Jtz.^8
Efficiency _______ __ _ _ _ _ 150/^
ua u<? .
The section consists of two 12" channels at 20 lbs.The stress. 
= 135800 lbs. Area of section 12.06 sq.in.
Allowable tension______________ __ _ _ _ _ _11500 lbs. per sq.in.
Actual " - /s-S8QO _ _ _ _ _ _ 11300 " " " "_ 0 6
Efficiency _ _ _ _ _ _  __________ _ ________ 100^
.^9 o«
The section consists of two angles 3" X 3" at 7.0 lbs. The 
stress = 40400 lbs. Area of section 4.16 sq.in.
Allowable tension _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  __ _ _ _9500 lbs. per sq.in.
A ctu a l " -— 9570 " " " »
E f f i c i e n c y  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ 100/^
The section consists of two 12" channels at 20 lbs. The stress 
= 74300 lbs.
Area of section _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ______________ 12.06 sq.in.
I " " _ 256.20 in.
r ft .3,66 f!
Length of member 36.44 X 12 ___ 437.25 in.
Allowable compression __ 12000-45-p- 6600 lbs.per sq.in.
Actual " ------- 6160 * " ’ *
Efficiency - - _120<
l3  l ^ .
The section consists of a plate 18" X l/2" and two 12" chan­
nels at 37.5 lbs. The stresses are-f 202100 lbs. and-102500 lbs.
Area of section
J ft n - _ - . _ . _ .617.80 in.
j* ft w EKO•11111I111111111
1 " member _ _ _ _ - - - - _ ______________216.60 "
11l111111111I » I 1 1 1 1 I ) ) I I 1 1 1 00 cr> O
Allowable compression___..(12000-45 )(l-i 7 / / ™ )
Actual " . ___
7350 lbs. per sq.in.
-- ____6500 " " " "
Allowable tension -------iisooa- i )
8600 " " " "
Actual " - _3QQ « »i « ti
S / . <?£
Efficiency to compression - - 110/
" " tension . 270
The section consists of two 12" channels at 37.5 lbs.The
stresses t 103400 lbs. and-202500 lbs.
-3/
Area of section_ ________________
I  W If _
J* ft If
1 " member _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
r  -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  -  —  — -----------------------------------
Allowable compression____ (12000-45 (1-
. 22.06 sq. in
356.30 in.
4.13 If
193.56 ft
1 0 3 -4 -0  O \
2 02.&OC '
7400 lbs.per sq.in
Actual " ___  /_03^-O  _ 470q n n n n
s.%.. o6 '■
Allowable tension __ _ _ _ _ . 11500(1- j__J.0 34-00—Z- Z.OZSOO
8650 " ■ " "
Actual " _______  _______________ _ 9 18O " " " "
2- #6
Efficiency to compression ________________ ___160^
" " tension _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  94£
U_L Ug•
The member consists of two 12" channels at 32 lbs. The 
stresses are -198900 lbs. and-<-31400 lbs. As the compression is 
small, tension will be the determining factor.
Are of section ____ __ __________ _ _______ 18.82 sq.in.
Allowable tension _ _ _____ _ _ 11500(1-
10600 lbs.per sq.in.
Actual " __________________________ 10600 " " " "
Efficiency, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _______________ 100/
-3Z.
.
The section consists of two angles 6" X 4" at 12.3 lbs(Laced) 
The stresses are -69400 lbs.and+ 24100 lbs.
Area of section----------------------- --------- _ _ 7.22 sq.in.
Allowable tension _ ____ _ QftQP(l-4-
7700 lbs.per sq.in.
Actual tension _____ __ _
Allowable compression
1 _____ __  _
y.xz ~
(12000-45-—:) (1-
r _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _
Z' — - - -  - -  -  - - _
Actual compression ____ _ _
Allowable " _ _ _
Efficiency to tension _ _ 
" " compression _
y s. z
. _ . 9000 "
/ i-2- S&-0-00 '
_ _ _ _ 360
_ _ _ 1.93
_____ 186.50
_ 3340 lbs.
--- 3300 "
_ _ .86/
. _ _100/
ft ft ft
in.
per sq.in.
t w »t
w -
The section consists of two angles 6" X 4" at 12.3 lbs.(Laced
Thestresses are -85600 lbs. and + 11600 lbs.
Area of section ____ ____ _ ______ _____ ___ _ ____ 7.22 sq.in.
Allowable tension — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8500(1-4: — )* '
9200 lbs.per sq.in.
Actual " __ ____ _ — &  ___ 118 0 0 « * » »/ ■ Z
Efficiency _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _______________ 80/
3^.
The section consists of two 6” channels at 9.5 lbs. The 
stress^ -+-50200 lbs.
Area of section__ ______ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  5.70 sq.in.
r " " _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ______2.25 in.
1 of member _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ 120.36 "
~  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _  53.50
Allowable compression_____ _ _ 12000-45-^ — 9600 lbs.per sq.in.
Actual " ___________ 8800 " " " "
Efficiency _____________ __ _ _ _  _ _ lio/
LATERAL SYSTEMS.
Lower Lateral Struts.
The strut at is a characteristic member of the lower 
lateral struts. The section consists of two angles 3" X 2 l/2" 
at 5.4 lbs. The stress in the member is 4-8100 lbs.
Area of section _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  3.18 sq. in.
r " " ______________________________ ______ 1.00 in.
1 " member _ _ _  _ _  _________________ _ 216.00 "
________ _ __________ ____________________ 216.00
Allowable compression _ _ _ _ _  __ 1.40(12000-45^ (
= 3200 lbs. per sq.in.
Actual compression _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ 2600 " ■ " •
/ g
Efficiency. _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ ^ ________ _120^
As the section of the other struts are the same as that at
, and the stresses in them are also less, there is no need of
testing them.
Lower Lateral Ties.
The lower lateral ties are all the same size, and as the 
stress in the one nearest the pier is the greatest, it is only 
necessary to investigate one tie.
The section consists of one angle 3" X 2 1/2" at 5.4 lbs. 
The stress - 10894 sec.i * 10894 X 1.80= 13300 lbs.
Initial stress _10000 "
Total " __ 23300 "
Area of section ._ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ___  1.59sq.in.
Allowable tension _ _ _ _ _ _ _  __ _ _ _ _ 16000 lbs.per " "
Actual " _______  ______  14600 " " " "
Efficiency _ - - _ ____ n o
Upper Lateral Ties.
The upper lateral ties in panels 7-8, 9-10, being charac-
teristic members of the system are to be tested. 
Lateral 7-8.
Stress = 21798 sec.i = 22000 lbs.
Initial stress _ _ _  ______________________  10000 "
To tal " 32000 "
The section consists of one angle 3 l/2" X 3" at 7.7 lbs.
Area of section _ _ _____________ _______________2.26 sq.in.
Allowable tension _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  __16000 lbs.per • *
Actual " _ _ _ _ __ _ 14000 " " " "
Efficiency _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _____________ 115/
Lateral 9-10.
Stress - 12105 sec.ir_ _ _ _  __ ____________ 12200 lbs.
Initial stress _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  10000 "
Total " __________ _ .............. .. 22200 "
The section consists of one angle3" X 2l/2" at 5.4 lbs.
Area of section _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  ________ _ _  1.59 sq.in.
Allowable tension _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ___ 16000 lbs.per " "
Actual " ______ _ £-2.2. _ _ 14000 " " " "
Efficiency _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  115^
Anchorage at .
The maximum negative reaction at Uc occurs when the canti­
lever arm of the bridge is covered by the live load, and the anchor 
arm is free.
Maximum negative reaction _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - -  —  -40909 lbs.
Joint load at _ _  _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  6299 "
Dead load reaction atU0 _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  ________ 6838 "
Total stress on anchor rods .....  _ _ _ -27772 »
3 6 ,
This stress of 27772 lbs. is transmitted through two 7" channels 
at 9.5 lbs.to two anchor rods each 2 in. in diameter.
Stress per rod _ _ _ _______ __________ _______ ______  13886 lbs.
" " sq. in. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _  _ _ 4400 "
Allowable stress per sq.in. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ___  16000 •
Efficiency of rods _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  360,^
Stress in channels _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  27772 "
" " " per sq.in.__ ________ _ _ _  4950 "
Allowable stress • ■ __ 11500 "
Efficiency of channels _ _ _ _  ___________________ _ 230^
I
37.
FLOOR BEAMS.
The floor beams at Ug is a representative member of this 
group. The section consists of one web plate 26l/2" X 5/l6" and 
four angles 3 l/2" X 3” at 7.8 lbs.
The tension flange of the floor beam will be investigated 
under the formula:
. . riA-A.a ---—  
where A-A, is the net effective area, M the greatest bending 
moment on the beam, T the working tensile stress, and D the dis­
tance between centers of gravity of the upper and lower flanges. 
Solving the formula for T, we have
T - ----(A -A,) O
As the beam is uniformly loaded, the greatest bending moment 
will be at the center where M *
Weight of beam _______________________________ _ 1450 lbs.
" " floor _ _ „_________ _ _  ______ _ 3645 "
Live load _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _18000 "
Total weight = W _______________________________ 23095 "
1 = 231 in.
M = l/8 X 23095 X 231 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  in. lbs.
Area of tension flange, two angles 3 l/2" X 3 at 7.8# 4.52 sq.in. 
Deduct for rivets _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ 0 . 8 8  ” n
Net effective area s* A-A, _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ ____ 3.04 " "
D = 25.34 in.
• rp _ ^ ^ 8
* ' ~ S. ZS.3^-~ - - -
Allowable tension _ _ _ _ _
Efficiency ______ _
Allowable shear _ _ _ . _ _
Atual " _ .........
Efficiency _______ _ _ . .
- 7200 lbs. per sq.iu.
_ .12500 " « " "
_ _ 170#
_ 5000 " * n n
_ 1400 
. . 360#
JOINTS.
The joint at U r is a topical one, and is one of the most im­
portant joints of the bridge. The investigation of the Joint will 
include the determination of the efficiency•of the riveted attach­
ment of all members, and the efficiency of the splice plate.
Joint Members Stress Attachment
V?---- -182600 lbs + 1 J 0
5
#2 "
V? u6 -  - -154800 9f ___(64-3
U 7 L ^ _ + 74300 VI ___26-
- 64900
l 6 u,---- -#-24100 IV ___8-
U; V - - - 20600 ft ___ 3-
Ploor Beam _ 11500 ft ___10-
M N
5
f» M
n
Splice Plate.
The large splice plate is really the determining factor.
The two plates resist a tension of about 170000 lbs. The shear on 
the rivets determines the efficiency of the splice.
Allowable shear on rivets_ _ _ 9000 lbs.per sq.in
" " " one 3/4" rivet _ _ _ _ _  _ 4000 "
No. of shop rivets required _ _ _ a ✓££.£££
" " " " on Ug U7 ___________ ____________
" field • required = 1.25(22-20) _ _ _ _ _ _
" " " " on ,U 6 U 7 ___________________
" * • • required on U 7 U^22X 1.25 ______
" " " " on U-, U5 ___ ______ ______________
Stress _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _____74900 lbs
Allowable shear on one rivet _ _ _ _ _  _ _ 9000 *
No. of shop rivets required _ _ / ?■ & -<?’ 0  0 _ _ _ .
t?
" " field " " _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Actual number of field rivets _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _
• 1L
Stress ____ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -64900 lbs
Allowable shear on one rivet _ _ _ _ ____ 4000 "
No. of shop rivets required _ _ _ /, _ _ __ _
" " field " « _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Actual number of rivets _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  __
If ft W
22
20
3
16
28
28
10
13
26
_ 8 
.10 
8
Stress _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  -20600 lbs.
Allowable shear on one rivet _ _ _   ___  4000 ■
No. of shop rivets required _ / _ 3
" " field " " _ _      3
Actual number of rivets _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 3
• /In the preceding investigation we -d-ind that the joint at
one of the most important of the bridge, has a total efficiency
of 100^; and from a comparsion with the other joints, it will be
seen that this tipical joint is the only one to be investigated.
Conclusion.
The resultsof this investigation show that except in a few 
instances the members were well designed. The few discrepancies 
occur in tension members, and are due beyond a doubt to the low 
value of the unit stress employed in the investigation. Waddell’s 
specifications allow 11000 lbs.per sq.in.for tension members, while 
this bridge was designed with an allowable stress of about 15000 
lbs.the ultimate strength of the metal being about 60000 lbs.
The bridge is certainly a graceful structure, well designed, 
and suitable to its purpose.
APPENDIX 1
CHECK OP STRESSES IN CHAI.ACTEKI STIC jgMBEDS BY ALGEBRAIC MOUNTS.
The stresses in the following characteristic members of the 
bridge obtained by graphical resolution will be checked by alge­
braic moments: I ?L g , Us , L^U^of the cantilever ; rm, U?. 
W  , U U , L^ , L^ , , L^ U^ - of the anchor arm.
L yL3.
The section cu's the members U 7 Ue , L ^  . Tak­
ing the center of moments at U? , the lever arm of the stress in 
L ? L ? = 29.9 ft.
47 60X90+8596X7 2+8910X54-+9448X36+10722X18 
Dead load stressr ____________________________________
204300 lbs. 
204500 "
197500 "
29.9
= 68900 lbs.
9000X90+18000(72+54+36+18)
Live load stress-.
' 29.9
=135400 lbs.
Maximum stress by algebraic moments _ _  _ _ _ _  __
* " " graphical resolution _ _  ______
* " from designer’s stress sheet _ _ _ __
■f-3.
U 7 U3 •
Taking tho center of moments at Ls , the lever arm of U? IJ3 
= 25.0 ft. and tho
4760X72+-8596X54+8910X36+9448X 18 
Dead load stress-________________________________
25.0
= 51900 lbs.
9000X72+18000(54^36+18)
Live load stress^._________________ _ '
25.0
=103700 lbs.
Maximum stress bj algebraic moments. _ _ _ _ _ _  . 155600 lbs.
" " " graphical resolution _ _ _ _ _ _ _  154800 •
z/e 5 !g Her’s
" " fromA;stress sheet _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  151000 "
Taking the center of moments at , the lever arm of 
L j | Oj jj = 5.9 ft.
' (476049000)XI8
Maximum stress ------ — ------  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  41900 lbs.s:j
" by graphical resolution _ _ ____ _ _ 42500 "
Je 9 /£-"?C /'’■S *  •" " from stress sheet _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  . 40500 "
A
U3
Taking the center of moments at L , the lever arm of 
;? • ^6.1 ft.
6838X27-6010X18-5684X9 
Dead load stress**______________________
6.1
= +4100 lbs.
40909X27
Stress, live load*________
on cantilever 6.1
= - 180000 lbs. 
45000X27-9000(18+9)
Stress, live load-__________________
on anchor arm 6.1
- 160000 lbs.
Maxima compression by algebraic moments _ ________ -fl64100 lbs.
" tension " n " _________ __ -175900 "
* compression " graphical resolution _ _ _ __  168300 "
" tension " " " _  ______ -173200 "
ij/ts 'f'*7e/''s
" ” from stress sheet _______ "
A
Taking the center of moments at L^_,the lover arm of U+Us-
10.0 ft., and the
6838X45-6010X36-5684X27-7888X18
Dead load stress^____________________ _ _________
10.0
- -20400 lbs.
-str
-40909X45
Stress, live loadr_________
on cantilever 10.0
= -184000 lbs.
45000X45-9000(36+27)-13500X18
Stress, live load-____________________________
on anchor arm 10.0
* 121500 lbs.
Maximum tension by algebraic moments _ __ ____  -204400 lbs
ft compression " n ft *r 101100 ft
ft tension " graphical resolution __ ___ --202500 ft
ft compression " ft ft _____+103400 f»
ft tension froni4 stress sheet _ _ _ _ _-218500 ft
k 3 ^ .
Taking the center of moments at U- , the lever arm of L^ ,
= 10.0 ft. , and the
' 6838X45-6010X36-5684X27-788CX18
Dead load stress^ ______________________________/a. o
= 20400 lbs.
-40909X45
Stress,live loadr__________
on catilever -10.0
= 184000 .
45000X45-9000(36+27)-13500X18 
Stress,live load-___________________________ _
on anchor arm 10.0
■2X-121500 lbs.
Maximum compression by algebraic moments ___ __ ____ 204400 lbs
ft tension «  w n --101100 99
ft compression " graphical resolution _ _ ___  202100 ft
Vt tension 9 9
d e . 'S i  g t - ,
N _ _ .-102500 n
99 compression from stress
A
sheet _ _ _ _ ____  208000 ft
Tj# L4r-
Taking the center of moments at U^-, the lever arm **15.85 ft. 
6838X63-6010X54-5684X45-7888X36-10278X18 
Dead load stress= _______________________________________
15.85
- 38900 lbs.
-40909X63
Stress,live load,-_________
on cantilever 15.85
= +162600 lbs.
' 45000X63-9000 (54-f 45) -18000(27*18)
Stress,live load_ ________________________ _ _____
on anchor arm
15.85
c -71600 lbs.
+-Z
Maximum compression by algebraic moments _ _ _ _ _ 201500 lbs.
" tension " " » _ _ _ _ _ _  -32700 "
compression • graphical resolution _ _______ 202500 •
w tension n " " __ -32100 "
compression from^stress sheet _ _ _ _ _ ItTflOO *
Taking the center of moments at the intersection of UA- ,
» 47.15 ft. to the rig? t of L3- , the lever arm of 
= 21.65 ft.
6838X15.8-6010X6.8+5684X2.2+7888X11.2+10278X29.2 
Dead load stress=:_______________________________________________
21.65 lbs.
=.-17000 lbs.
-40909X15.8
Stress,live load-____________
on cantilever 21.65
r+28600 lbs.
45000X15.8+9000(-6.8+2.8)+13500Xll.2rl8000X29.2
Stress live load._______ _ ________________________
on anchor arm
21.65
— -67500 lbs. .
Maximum tension by algebraic moments _ _ _ _____-84500 lbs.
" compression " " " ____________  11600 "
" tension " graphical resolution _ _ _  _ -85600 "
" compression " " « _ _ _ _ _  4600 "
e/esi grter-'s
tension from^stress shee^ : _  _  _  _ _ _ -77500
" compression w * " _________  18000 "
The discrepancy between 4600 and 11000 is due to errors in 
drawing the graphical resolution diagrams, since a small error in 
the direction of the chords produces a great error in the web 
members.
It will be observed in nearly all of the cases preceding, 
that the stresses obtained by algebraic moments checked within 1% 
of the stresses obtained by graphical resolution. The discrep­
ancy is greatest in the webs, and least in every case but one 
in the chords.# These discrepancies are due to inaccuracies in 
the stress diagrams, due to the fact that most of the diagrams 
were drawn to a small scale, and from the form of the truss an 
error of 1 % in a member near the end of the arms may be as much 
a3 3 to 5% in the middle.
J  ^
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-37.3~ -0 0 3 .3 -  03+-, ~/3376 -737.0
-+37o -3 0 , 8 -0337 8 -030. 0
-3 3 .0
-0 + 0
-/+ .
~ 66. 
- * 7 ,0  
-* 7 . 0
-  30, 3T  
-0 2 /, 0  
-3 1 -/0
-9 0 + 0  
-3 3 ,3T  
-3 0 .^
+6 8 .+  
7L^ 8. 6
+0+6.0 
+ 007,6
+3O+.0
+0063.
+2.0+3 +0+7.3— 
+07/ 0
++8 .3 -+37, 7 +0+0,0 +030. 3+
-J- 33,3? +7*2,00-
+31,3 +370 +7 + 3 +7370
+/? .o  
++6-0 
+/6 .0  
+  8 -8
+37. /  
73/S  
+32.7 
+/F .3 -
33V, /  
++7.3
+6$. 7
+27.3
++6.S- 
3 + p 3 ' 
- +007,0 
+2+.3~
-S r * . -o j ,  +~ -33, 6 -7 7 ,3 "
-a . 6
~/3 . 
-3 0 .0  
+ 002.3'
- 0 6 .2
-2 7 .0
-+Z.02
+x£o
-2 + 8
-& Z + -
-6 /0 2 -
++3 3 ~ 3^00. ?
27, O
-+ /.o
-3 8 .0
+000,3'
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